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Topical issues

Learner Resource 5 Guided writing: technology is ruining 
the English language

Section Content Language (these are options not a 
checklist)

Headline

2 mins

Sum up the key issue of the debate in one line. This needs to ‘hook’ 
the reader and clearly show which side you’re on (you’re against this 
by the way).

If this doesn’t come to you quickly, leave it until the end. Try phrases 
like:

LOLz

those infernal machines

we’re all DOOMED

Pun/humour 

Statistic

Shocking fact 

Quotation

Intertextuality

Opening: 
Hook, hook, 
hook

5 mins

Begin with an analogy. Try using these phrases to help.

‘Technology’ for our cavemen cousins…

Early technophobes…

Loss of the art of…

Before you know it…

Humour/sarcasm

Hyperbole

Synthetic personalisation

Minor sentence

Define the 
scope of the 
debate

5 mins

What is technology? Pick the area you’re going to focus on because 
you can’t do it all.

We will focus (somewhat out-datedly) on txt spk.

Throughout time people have worried…

The advent of texting (or txting)…

A wave of hysteria about…

Emoticons/emojis…

Bad grammar…awful spelling

Textese 

Exemplification including acronyms, 
initialisms, emoticons and elliptical 
grammar

Semantic field of texting

Declarative mood (mostly)

Accept and 
debunk

5 mins

Explore why people think it and why they’re wrong. To do this you’ll 
need to link back to your earlier analogy and other technology.

Vandalising the English language

A haven for illiterates

Degradation of language

What about the telegram

Unfounded fears of the uninitiated 

Abbreviations, according to one study, account for a mere 6% of all texts

Emotive language

Passive voice

Parallelism

Antithesis or juxtaposition

Analogy

Statistics 
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Section Content Language (these are options not a 
checklist)

Counter-
argue

10 mins  
(2 
paragraphs)

Present your case. You’ve said why they’re wrong so why are you 
right? Why is technology good? Your two points are:

Language creativity has always been the driving force behind all 
change.

Where would we be without Shakespeare’s idioms?

…Still bemoan the loss of –eth and thy and thou…

Are we all powering our toys with accumulators not batteries?

What would you call the Internet without…

You have to know the rules to break them and brevity is nothing 
new

Abbreviation has existed as long as language

IOU is from the seventeenth century

Adam 4 Eve is…well not that old

No-one visits the veterinarian after their dog gets caught in a refrigerator  

Brevity is the soul of wit and not just a lazy g*t

Logical structure: Present your argument, 
exemplify, explain, conclude (in each 
section)

Interrogatives

Authority voices

Humour/puns/irony

Exemplification (feel free to use your own)

Draw it all 
together

5 mins

Restate your case persuasively. Prove you’re right.

So, how can it be said…

If texting is ruining…

Embrace the present…

If it’s good enough for Shakespeare…

The doom-mongers may say…

Get your rhetorical guns out and…FIRE!

Pithy one-
liner

3 mins

You’re on your own. Sum yourself up in one line. Aaaaaand stop. You’re done. You have five 
minutes to check it, change it and move 
on.
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